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Dear Ryan,

The katydids are making a lot of noise in our yard 

at night. They make me think of you. When you 

were 2 or 3 and staying with us for the summer the 

sound of the katydids frightened you. I didn’t like 

them either because they reminded me that it was 

near time for me to go back to school. Guess you 

don’t have katydids in the city! Love you.

—Alice Turletes
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Yes, it is not summer

Yes, it is not summer.

Coda to warranty, copper wire,

Electric loom. Discord’s 

Small sigh to the rafters. 

The pipes rust from the outside 

In. Paint scales. 

I am having trouble 

Sleeping. Yes, it is not 

Morning. Broadway with its liquor-store 

Signs. Each to erupt: primrose, two-liter bottles,

Traffic on the L.I.E.

Winter’s short sun, short stack,

Welcome back. 

Shorts in the wall: hall light, 

Coffee maker, green to your final fuse.

Trellis grate window train.

Long to the still-lit.
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The sun buries itself

The sun buries itself

Over Staten fucking Island.

The sun a bale of copper.

The sun a Pontiac Fiero.

I don’t want to—

Or several—

Or ever—

I can’t see you

Through

Your sun veil.

Absent the everyday.

Attendant

Hair on fire.
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In the Wane

Nowhere in the wane

Is August again

And the interior weather

Dying richly imagined.

We saw the lights go out 

And thought an end

To the rooftops edged in chicken wire.

I hate the girls from their windows at night.

It was warm, first day of autumn,

And the window, like an eye, 

Warped the periphery.
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The Yoke

Bull shadow 

Of low cumulous.

I get along

Not feeling well myself.

What wave-stained

Fingers trail.

Or the sun rides 

Its westward bull.

Sunset January seventh.

And you can say

It is not my eyes

Blaze.
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Lay into it

Lay into it

It’ll never go away

Broken from the spur

No music grateful unbearable

The toothache’s dark heat

We’ve been through all this before

At some point the interests of

Desperation end

And with it . . .

Evening’s red breach

Ice for the nick

From another razor
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Static

if I look at her where the light comes to rest so many blue flecks

MarCelin Pleynet

Plash of snow  

The house 

Shuts you out 

Drifts against the screen 

Window, waking in the dark 

Voices from the courtyard 

Television antennas 

In the wind and still 

The snow 

Is falling you are standing 

Before the window 

Streetlight in the socket 

Of an eye 

Square of light 

Across the bed 

Brighter than white 
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To the Harbormaster

Storm piles, pirate that fucker up.

First the accident of inwardness, 

Later to plunder.

Later the accident of expression,

Wrung from your neck.

Dressed in period costume 

One hot number. 

At night how they stove our skulls.


